
 

 
 
 
 
What is EFSS? 
EFSS stands for Enterprise File Synchronisation and Sharing. In short, it refers to the              
technical capability for businesses (or individuals) to share and synchronise documents,           
photos, videos or files across multiple users and devices, such as computers, tablets, and              
smartphones, safely and securely. File sharing can be within a business, for example             
among its employees, or beyond it, with customers or suppliers.  

 
Why is EFSS technology important? 
Without EFSS technology, it’s likely that those who work on files or documents, even in the                
work environment, are using potentially vulnerable methods to store and access their work,             
such as Dropbox. The drawback of such a product is that content is then stored beyond the                 
safety of any IT firewall a business creates. Where employees work remotely, or share files               
with third parties for any reason, it can be even riskier. Any file stored in this way, even on                   
a company device, is effectively “in the cloud” and beyond the required levels of protection               
against unauthorised use or sharing. 
 
Companies or organisations who don’t have the protection of EFSS technology are taking             
big risks, not only with their own data but, more importantly, with that of their customers,                
which could lead to data breaches and large fines. Not only is that a real threat to                 
profitability and reputation today, but the implementation of the General Data Protection            
Regulation next year means those fines could reach up to 4% of global turnover or €20                
million, whichever is greater – which could easily bankrupt a business. 
 
Heard of the Panama Papers hack?  
Labelled “the largest data leak in history”, last year a Panamanian law firm, the world’s               
fourth largest provider of offshore services, found themselves at the centre of a global crisis               
when 11.5 million documents detailing financial and attorney-client information for more           
than 214,000 offshore entities were leaked, exposing incidents of fraud, tax evasion and the              
evading of international sanctions. While corporate misdeeds were revealed, the vast           
majority of the documents leaked were from legitimate businesses and individuals, who had             
a right to expect that the law firm would protect their information. 
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It was reported that the company involved lacked basic network security measures such as              
document encryption and user access controls, leaving the wide open to a fairly             
unsophisticated phishing attack. If they had taken steps to implement an EFSS solution,             
they could have prevented the leaks and the financial and other impacts to their own               
business and of their customers. 
 
How can we help you protect yourself and your customers? 
EnterpriseRed would provide a product from Blackberry called Workspaces, the leader in            
secure Enterprise File Synchronisation and Sharing. Workspaces solutions limit the risk for            
data loss or theft by embedding Digital Rights Management (DRM) security into each             
individual file. That means your content remains secure and within your control, even after              
it is downloaded and shared, whether inside or outside your organisation. Workspaces will             
watermark each document, which is a real deterrent to leaks as users tend to think twice                
about sharing such a document. It also encrypts all sensitive information and makes sure              
that only authorised users have access to the files, wherever the files reside – on a server, a                  
desktop or mobile device. Any unauthorised activity would prompt action which turns            
unauthorised files into worthless scraps of data, and the technology even helps to identify              
the source of the threat. 
 
Find out more 
To find out more about how EnterpriseRed can help you protect your business against the               
dangers of sharing files by using EFSS technology and improve your business’            
cyber-security levels.  
 
Call us on +44 (0)203 371 9178 or email us at info@enterprisered.com. 
 
 

 
 
About EnterpriseRed 
 
EnterpriseRed is a provider of Enterprise class cyber security solutions. Our team of consultants bring               
significant industry expertise in implementing complex IT solutions. 
 
We provide key solutions based upon market leading products to help organisations counter the ever               
present threat of cyber crime.  
 
Solutions offered include Trusted Knight’s DDoS prevention capabilities, Check Point’s Network security            
products, Blackberry’s new BES/Good EMM software suites, Workspaces by Blackberry secure           
document and email (EFSS) capabilities, CyberInc’s ISLA Malware Isolation System and others.  
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